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Author’s response to reviews:
Thank you very much for the opportunity to further revise our study protocol. Please find below a point by point response to the editors letter.

1. Change in authorship approval form: I apologise for the confusion with this form (originally sent 2nd of May) to include two new authors: Liam Hill and Amanda Waterman which I believe I incorrectly completed. I have resent an amended form to Rey Roderos on the 24th May 2019. I would like to clarify that I, as corresponding author and chair of the Growing up New Wave Steering group (on which all authors sit to oversee the study) am signing on behalf of all authors. Do let me know if there are any queries or concerns with this.

2. Author contributions: We have included contribution of all authors as requested. The section now reads:

Authors’ contributions: DAL, KEP, JW, RRCM, PKB, MMW, NS, JWe, PW conceived study and obtained funding. DAL undertook minimal effect estimates for a given power and p-value for objective 2 and LH and PKB undertook the analyses for objectives 1 and 3. PKB, RRCM, MMW, NS, JWe, PW, JW, EA, SB, LH, LL, DM, KS, DW, AW, DL, KP contributed to protocol development. PKB, RRCM, DAL, KEP drafted first manuscript. PKB, RRCM, MMW, NS, JWe, PW, JW, EA, SB, LH, LL, DM, KS, DW, AW, DL, KP read and approved the final version of the manuscript.